23 Space exploration is demanding longer lasting human missions and water resupply from 24
Introduction 48
Liquid water is essential for all known Earth-derived life forms living in space conditions, 49 including microbes (McKay, 2014) . The on-going space exploration has not yet demonstrated 50 whether the presence of extra-terrestrial water could indicate itself the occurrence of 51 microbial life, but the prevailing paradigm is that living microorganisms necessitate temporal 52 and spatial proximity with aqueous solutions for their metabolism (Martín-Torres et al., 2015; 53 Merino et al., 2019; Stevenson et al., 2015) . In turn, the microbial contamination cannot be 54 thoroughly eliminated from Earth's waters but only controlled and attenuated on the long-55 term time scale (Lopez et al., 2019; Rettberg et al., 2019) . Since space exploration has been 56 demanding longer lasting missions, the analysis of waterborne microorganisms turned out of 57 utmost importance for future human spaceflights, planetary outposts, and life-support systems 58 (Horneck et al., 2010) . 59
The prevention of crew infectious waterborne diseases is retained among the highest 60 priorities particularly for long duration missions (Ott et there is an increasing interest to improve the spacecraft water monitoring systems to identify 71 3 and possibly counteract contingent events of microbial contamination (Van Houdt et al., 72 2012; Yamaguchi et al., 2014) . 73
The definition, identification, and test of the microbial monitoring approaches suitable for the 74 on-board water quality control are challenged by several technical constraints (e.g., material 75 safety compatibility, resistance to launch vibration) and a minimal availability for managing 76 excess power, storage, volume, mass, and crew time (Allen et al., 2018). Moreover, selected 77 devices and their supporting reagents must remain viable for years, while operating safely 78 and reliably in extreme conditions (e.g., in the absence of gravity). Technology flexibility is 79 also critical, since monitoring systems should be able to accept different kind of samples 80 spanning from biomedical (e.g., blood, urine, saliva samples, routine chemistry, cell cultures) 81 to water and environmental samples (Nelson, 2011) . 82
In early 2020s, the Chinese modular space station, built on the experience gained from its 83 precursors Tiangong-1 and Tiangong-2, will be placed and operating in the Low Earth orbit 84 (Gibney, 2019) . The sustainable human exploration of the Moon is programmed in the 85 meanwhile (El-Jaby et al., 2019; Pittman et al., 2016) , whereas the human missions to the 86 surface of Mars are envisioned before 2040 (ISECG, 2018) . Therefore, it is hypothesized that 87 only prospective methodological applications at a high technology readiness level (i.e., at 88 least validated in a flight-like environment; Straub, 2015) will be selected by following their 89 basic principles and current uses in Earth and space-analogue settings. 90 A number of review papers has recently emphasized the need for high-throughput 91 technologies to timely monitor and achieve the stringent microbial quality requirements of 92 In this article, we narrow the focus on promising bio-analytic technologies for quality 95 assessments of waters in space, with the aim to explore advantages and limitations beyond 96 5 water (up to approx. 2000 L) is stored in contingency containers to maintain ISS operations in 122 response to emergency scenarios (Carter et al., 2018) . Although routinely monitored and kept 123 constant, the overall water mass balance represents a recurrent major challenge owing to the 124 various ISS water needs. at high efficiency level. In the US segment, the Water Recovery and Management System 132 was reported to recuperate up to 85% from crew urine and flush water, along with the water 133 content from liquid wastes and humidity condensate from the cabin. Various containers, 134 reservoirs, tanks and bellows are also necessary to maintain water pressure and circulation 135 through the distribution network (Carter et al., 2018) . 136
Since microbial growth is unavoidable in persistent stagnation zones and at varying residence 137 times along the water distribution network (Lautenschlager et Therefore, the source and quality of the water sample can directly influence the sensitivity 260 and reliability of the PCR-based microbial detection. 261 262
Target-based techniques for detection and quantification of nucleic acids 263
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is widely used for detecting genes and microorganisms 264 of health concern in water environmental hygiene studies ( Given the versatile applications of the numerous available assays, both LAMP and qPCR 319 have been retained as suitable water monitoring methods for long-term exploration missions. 320
Owing to the high sensitivity, specificity, and simple post-amplification steps to detect the 321 amplified targets, LAMP was proposed by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency as 322 alternative microbial contamination monitoring system for the ISS ( In all current space applications, however, the selected target-based detection and 333 quantification approaches require the use of disposable materials and labour intense 334 protocols, which will inevitably reduce their long-term applicability in space conditions. The 335 general precautions used on Earth to limit contamination risks, including the most stringent 336 procedures applied in clean rooms (Rettberg et al., 2019) , might also represent a limiting 337 practical issue in the small close spacecraft environment, since the high sensibility of PCR-338 based detection increase the chance of amplifying carry over contamination, with the 339 consequent production of false positive results. This is crucial for LAMP owing to the limited 340 accessibility to degradation of DNA products, while a major limitation of qPCR is also the 341 occurrence of inhibitors that can be co-concentrated or extracted along with nucleic acids 342 base-calling on-board of the ISS was not significantly different respect to the runs obtained 393 on the ground, while accuracy respect to MiSeq and RSII was slightly inferior (89% identity 394 to the reference genome, respect to > 99%), but sufficient for sequence analysis. Sequencing 395 reads were successfully assigned to the correct reference sequences in 90% of cases, and 10% 396 of cases remained unassigned. Single-read error rates of 7-20%, intrinsic of the flow cell, 397 were likely caused by unidentified assignments. It is predictable that, with novel improved 398 versions of flow cells, the gap with other platforms will progressively become irrelevant. 399
Moreover, tests demonstrated that real-time metagenomics analysis, from read processing to 400 microbial identification and finally to genome assembly was also possible by using a laptop 401 device that can be integrated in the ISS hardware. Considering genomic data analysis, one of 402 the least demanding platform has been tested successfully simulating flight conditions and 403 hardware availability onboard of the ISS, demonstrating its realistic applicability even on a 404 laptop base (Castro-Wallace et al., 2017). Provided the adaptation of hardware and 405 instruments to the spatial and logistic limitations onboard, both the shotgun and amplicon 406 approaches with their intrinsic advantages and drawbacks, can be considered as suitable tools 407 for microbial community characterization and pathogen detection on the ISS. 408
In terrestrial applications, the use of HTS-based techniques for microbiological quality 409 assessments has been continuously growing , and the molecular detection of 410 aquatic microorganisms improved notably since the first implementations of the MinION 411 nanopore sequencing-based approach (Kilianski et al., 2015) . 412
The amplicon approach requires straightforward PCR amplification protocols, downstream 413 bioinformatics, and database searches. Nevertheless, this technique is prone to fail to detect 414 unknown or highly divergent 16S rRNA gene sequences, which may be associated to novel 415 or previously undetected pathogens. A specific evaluation of 16Sr RNA gene resolution 416 highlighted that taxonomic assignment is highly sensitive to the gene region selected as a 417 marker and to the assignment method. Figure 3 ). Advanced developments of the prototype were based on 533 commercialized flow cytometer with significant additional engineering modifications, mostly 534 aimed to generate laminar particle flow (distinct from the standard sheath fluid based 535 method), and to reduce the significant amount of liquid biohazardous waste and energy 536 operating requirements. The laminar flow within the flow chamber was found to be 537 dramatically altered by microgravity. In turn, the unavoidable elimination of the fluid 538 mechanical setting for particle hydrodynamic focusing was proved to significantly reduced 539 liquid waste and the total system operational load, in terms either of instrument size and 540 weight or energy consumption (Cohen et al., 2011; Crucian and Sams, 2005) . 541 Notwithstanding the recent system design improvements, peripheral blood cells has been 542 retained as the only target for first studies in space environments (McMonigal and Crucian, 543 2015). Since a flow cytometer can provide support to a wide range of scientific applications 544 (e.g., biology, microbiology, and environmental science), it is needless to point out that a 545 spaceflight compatible machine could satisfy the unmet flight requirements for water 546 monitoring and treatment to complete future long-duration missions in closed healthy 547 environments. 548
The high sensitivity for scanning very small objects (i.e., from virus-like-particles to 549 prokaryotes, to pico-and micro-eukaryotes) and the wide detectable cell concentration range 550 (generally between 10 2 and 10 7 cells ml -1 without concentrating or diluting the samples) 551 Leaving aside the high costs of all sophisticated systems, the need for specially trained staff is 570 likely to represent a major drawback in the daily scheduled monitoring practices. Moreover, 571 the reproducibility of cytometric data was reported to be adversely affected by changing cell 572 staining protocols (e.g., fixatives, type of fluorescent dye), incubation conditions (e.g., 573
temperature, time to analysis), instrumental settings (e.g., fluidic and signal amplification 574 systems), and the source water (e.g., from natural or engineered systems) ( The mature technologies, herein entitled for water microbial monitoring in space, showed 595 their own critical advantages and limitations (table 1). Both current and future applications in 596 space will be necessarily bounded by the definition of novel standards of microbial quality 597 (i.e., other than those applied on Earth by cultivation-dependent approaches) (Amalfitano et 598 al., 2018b), but also by a compromise between the best analytical performances and 599 detrimental technical issues to cope with during spaceflights. 600
From the one hand, analytical benefits for space applications will necessarily include the time 601 needed to achieve results (i.e., speed to results), the accuracy in detecting specifically-602 selected microbial targets (i.e., identification depth) with reproducible consistent results (i.e., 603 reproducibility), and the number and multiple type of achievable results (i.e., herein named 604 multiparametricity). On the other hand, the operating conditions can be particularly stringent 605 and limiting the direct applicability in space, unless addressing critical requirements such as 606 reagent usage, waste production, operator skills, and crew time. Using a simplistic pairwise 607 comparison, we sought to emphasize that few selected technological features have to be 608 consciously retained from the methodological proof-of-concept level up to the device 609 deployment, instrumental demonstration, and routine use in the on-board housekeeping 610 program. Although the comparative scores were assigned subjectively, it is likely evident that 611 the stringent requirements of microbial water monitoring in space cannot be met by a single 612 technological solution. 613 614 Table 1 . Advantages and limitations of the most promising approaches for microbial 615 monitoring in space settings. The selected technologies are flexible (applicable to samples of 616 various origin), suitable for miniaturization and automation with limited maintenance, and 617 already tested in flight-like conditions. A comparative score was arbitrarily assigned through 618 a pairwise comparison matrix for each of selected space-relevant technological features, 619 including major analytical performances (i.e., speed to results, identification depth, 620 reproducibility, multiparametricitygreen marks) and technical issues to cope with in space 621 (i.e., reagent usage, waste production, operator skills, crew timered marks). 622 An important point is that the monitoring technologies can be mission-dependent, but only 627 those instruments that minimize crew involvement in their end-to-end operation are likely to 628 be applicable on the long-term (Karouia et al., 2017) . Overall, the selected devices have to be 629 compact, suitable for automation, low power-consuming, and virtually invisible except when 630 needed (Limero and Wallace, 2017) . The ground-based counterparts have already been 631 miniaturized using microfluidics, but the deployment of monitoring-effective tools onboard 632 spacecrafts will also require substantial reengineering and instrumental customization. The 633 instruments deployed so far have not been yet permanently used in spaceflight water 634
monitoring, yet numerous examples of successful international projects and commercial 635 partnerships dedicated to the human space exploration let argue that critical space water-636 related tasks can be operatively accomplished at reasonable costs and times (< 5 years) 637 (Karouia et al., 2017) . 638
Considerable progress has been made in miniature the onboard instrumentation to assess the 639 water microbiological contamination. This also includes microbial cultivation systems, such 640 as the AquaPad developed by the French CNES space agency (Augelli, 2018). The 641 microfluidic chips that allow cell isolation and incubation have been developed for ground-642 based applications, and appear suitable for space uses. For example, the encapsulation of 643 single cells from a mixed microbial community into small droplet compartments of a water-644 in-oil emulsion can offer further opportunities for physiological studies and viability assays 645 (e.g., metabolic by-products diffusion, resistance to toxicants, enzymatic activities) on clonal 646 populations isolated into plugs or micro-Petri dishes (Boedicker et al., 2008; Boitard et al., 647 2015) . 648
Considering the ability of microfluidic systems to efficiently conduct measurements on small 649 volumes of complex fluids without the need for a skilled operator, lab-on-a-chip technologies 650 and portable diagnostic devices have gained increased popularity for sensing a wide range of 651 water parameters and microbial pathogens even in the most remote settings (Mairhofer et al., 652 2009 In particular, microfluidic platforms developed for the direct cell detection showed promising 673 perspectives because of the potential for precise and easy-to-use analytical procedures. While 674 enhancing analytical performances, the system miniaturization presents also the advantages 675 of reduced consumption of reagents and the ability to integrate monitoring and isolation 676 procedures within a single device (Auroux et al., 2002) . A simple microfluidic system was 677 successfully tested for rapid and semi-automated bacterial enumeration in freshwaters and 678 promising outcomes suggested its applicability to drinking waters under both ground and 679 space conditions (Yamaguchi et al., 2014) . Moreover, both sensitivity and specificity of ATP-680 metry and FCM can be also improved by miniaturizing the core systems down to scales 681 closer to the ones of microorganisms. A micro-fluorescence-activated cell sorting (μFACS) 682 was used to sort out cells of interest by changing the flow direction after cell detection (Fu et 683 al., 1999 ). An integrated platform that combines two different force fields in a single 684 microfluidic device (Dielectrophoretic-Magnetic Activated Cell Sorter -iDMACS) was 685 applied for simultaneous sorting of multiple bacterial targets (Kim and Soh, 2009 ). More 686 recently, a high-throughput Raman flow cytometer was developed on a microfluidic chip for 687 the label-free molecular fingerprinting at the single-cell level (Hiramatsu et al., 2019) . 688
The onboard laboratory miniaturization included also the fluidic components (e.g., pumps, 689 valves, electronics), thus paving the way to the use of advanced biosensors for screening food 690 safety and water quality in space (Roda et al., 2018) . Following the proofs of concept and 691 wearable technologies suited to monitor astronauts' health, the biosensing diagnostic 692 instrumentation, most reasonably based on electrochemical and optical detectors, was argued 693 as a secondary future option for in-flight water biochemical analyses (Choi et al., 2018; 694 Limero and Wallace, 2017; Nelson, 2011) . In particular, the amperometric biosensors were 695 proved sensitive to monitor different water analytes, chemical contaminants (e.g., pesticides, 696 organophosphates, carbamates), and numerous microbial biomarkers successfully targeted to 697 detect the major microbiological agents, food-and water-borne pathogens (e.g., E. coli, Amalfitano, S., Del Bon, A., Zoppini, A., Ghergo, S., Fazi, S., Parrone, D., Casella, P., Stano, 748 F., Preziosi, E., 2014. Groundwater geochemistry and microbial community structure in 749 the aquifer transition from volcanic to alluvial areas. Water Res Baiocco, G., Giraudo, M., Bocchini, L., Barbieri, S., Locantore, I., Brussolo, E., Giacosa, D., 775
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